Is it just our society today, or have we always had a problem with liking and accepting ourselves? From the megadollars spent on hiding facial blemishes to the fear that we might not make the team, our attention is focused on the need to have what we don't possess, and be what we aren't. It seems that only if we could "have it all", that we might feel significant and sense our own self-worth. Robert S. McGee has discovered several lies with which society attempts to deceive us. In his book The Search for Significance, he sums up these lies in four false beliefs: I must meet certain standards to feel good about myself. I must be approved (accepted) by certain people to accept myself. Those who fail are unworthy of love and deserve to be blamed and condemned. I am what I am. I cannot change. I am hopeless. Now, teaming with youth specialist Dawson McAllister they offer a version which will assist the students of today in understanding their significance and self-worth. Here now, is Search for Significance—Youth Edition.
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